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TopIcon Activation Code is an
easy tool that allows you to

associate with any application
or document, any favorite

image. Just load your favorite
image and activate the TopIcon
Product Key. You can associate

application icon, document
icon, desktop icon or any
image. - Supports most of
popular operating systems
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from any OS version. - Easy to
use, Just load the image and

associate it with the application
or document. - Supports any
picture format including GIF,
JPG, BMP, TIF, PNG, ICO, EMF,
WMF, XBITMAP. - Use any type
of image including big images.

- Open the document or
application with the right click
of your mouse button. This is a

small utility that will let you
create a simple image from a
screenshot and then save it to

your desktop. To create an
image from the current

desktop, hold the Alt key and
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press PrtScn. TopIcon
Description: TopIcon is an easy

tool that allows you to
associate with any application

or document, any favorite
image. Just load your favorite

image and activate the
TopIcon. You can associate
application icon, document
icon, desktop icon or any
image. - Supports most of
popular operating systems

from any OS version. - Easy to
use, Just load the image and

associate it with the application
or document. - Supports any
picture format including GIF,
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JPG, BMP, TIF, PNG, ICO, EMF,
WMF, XBITMAP. - Use any type
of image including big images.

- Open the document or
application with the right click
of your mouse button. Simple
Window Capture is a Windows
utility that captures the full or

partial screen, within the
specified area, and stores it in
a file, by pushing a hot key, by
clicking on a button on the tool
or by starting a process. You

can then capture one or more
Windows, and save them to a
file. You can then use them as
an initial screen, wallpaper or
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for any similar purpose. Simple
Screengrab is a simple utility,

that lets you easily take screen
captures for a variety of
purposes including for

publishing, easily providing
links to online images, or for

later use on an article or
webpage. You can even save
these screen captures to PDF
files. Simple Snapshot allows

you to easily take screen
captures for a variety of
purposes including for

publishing, easily providing
links to online images, or for

later use on an article or
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webpage. Simple Clipboard is a
simple utility

TopIcon Crack With Registration Code [Latest 2022]

* Design a custom icon * Select
image from any folder * Launch

any application/document *
Non destructive - just

temporary icon on desktop *
No registration Version 1.31 -

August 11, 2017 Overview
TopIcon Crack Keygen is a

simple utility that allows you to
put free style top most icon on

your desktop. Just load any
image and associate it with any
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application or document. The
image is placed on the desktop
and double click opens desired
application/document. NOTE:
Freeware for non commercial
use. Main Function Create a
temporary icon on desktop

Fetch image from any folder
Associate image with

application or document
Launch chosen app/document

TopIcon Cracked Accounts
Description Download and
install with just a few clicks
Create a temporary icon on

your desktop Fetch image from
any folder Associate image
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with application or document
Launch chosen app/document
TopIcon is a simple utility that
allows you to put free style top
most icon on your desktop. Just
load any image and associate

it with any application or
document. The image is placed

on the desktop and double
click opens desired

application/document. Version
1.1 - January 16, 2012

Overview TopIcon is a simple
utility that allows you to put
free style top most icon on
your desktop. Just load any

image and associate it with any
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application or document. The
image is placed on the desktop
and double click opens desired
application/document. Version
1.2 - November 25, 2012 Add

saving icon to the context
menu. Save icon Drag and drop
.txt file is added to the context
menu Change icon if file type is
not recognized Move the icon
position Raise and lower the

icon TopIcon is a simple utility
that allows you to put free
style top most icon on your

desktop. Just load any image
and associate it with any

application or document. The
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image is placed on the desktop
and double click opens desired
application/document. Version

1.3 - August 11, 2017
.bat,.com, and.exe batch file
support In the main window,
you can load batch file and
icon Move the icon position

Drag and drop .txt file is added
to the context menu Change

icon if file type is not
recognized Raise and lower the

icon New function: - Change
icon if file type is not

recognized - Read icon
location, like path or filename -
Autostart with Windows New
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version: - Remove protected
files, such as b7e8fdf5c8
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TopIcon Latest

-----------------------------------------
TopIcon allows you to place an
icon on top of all windows and
associate it to a particular
application. TopIcon package
size, you are at the mercy of
file hosting services. This is the
only drawback of TopIcon, as
there are dozens of hosting
services that offer their own
pick, but if you just want free
or very cheap service, you'll be
disappointed as there are too
many to mention. Anyway,
here are some of the best
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hosting services: 1) Free Image
Hosting Most hosting services
are are designed to make
money from advertisements
and premium subscriptions.
They hope that you just return
for free with our application, so
that they can serve you their
expensive premium
advertisement. Free Image
Hosting: TopIcon requires no
subscription or registration to
use the free images hosting.
Just upload the image of your
choice and... Simple Widget
Generator Software is a widget
design software that allows you
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to create and download
widgets for free. The widgets
can be uploaded to Myspace,
Facebook, Twitter and other
social websites with a single
click. There are hundreds of
pre-made widgets that you can
download and use as is. You
can also create your own new
widgets. Simple Widget
Generator Software Features
Multiple widget types: With a
single download you get
several different types of
widget designs: Circle,
Rectangle, Square, Diamond,
and Polygon. Several widget
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sizes: You can design your own
widget size. There are already
dozens of predefined sizes,
from very small up to rather
large. Standard and
proportional widget sizes:
When you click on "Standard",
the widget will appear in the
size you defined, but if you
click "Proportional", the widget
will appear in its original size,
but adjusted to fit in the given
area Many different colors: You
can choose the color for your
widget. Multiple color schemes:
With the different color
schemes you can create a
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widget of several different
colors, even an infinite number
of them. Multiple Backgrounds:
You can change the color of
the background of the widget.
The color of the background
can even be changed per
widget. Standard and
proportional backgrounds: You
can change the size of the
background of the widget. The
widget will adjust its size based
on the size of the background.
Background images: You can
also use a background image
for the widgets. Customizable
header: The header of each
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widget can be designed any
way you want. The actual
widget design or color scheme
of the widget can be changed
by clicking the

What's New in the TopIcon?

1. Load any image with any
format: JPEG, PNG, GIF or other
2. Associate it with any
application or document 3.
Place it on the desktop as tile
or create new folder/file 4. In
Tile mode the image is placed
on the desktop and double
click opens desired
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application/document. In Folder
mode the image is placed in
the folder and double click
opens desired
application/document 5.
Double click opens application
or document with image as
wallpaper 6. Icons are placed
on the desktop by default, so
you can decide where you want
to see them: on the left, right,
or middle of the screen 7. It is
supported with right-click and
mouse too 8. You can drag the
icon to other desktops 9. You
can use TopIcon as a file
manager too 10. You can
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create shortcut to any
program, application or
document with a image 11. You
can create shortcut to any
directory too (folder/File) 12.
You can create shortcut to any
executable too 13. You can see
icon on the taskbar too
(Windows XP) 14. You can open
the image in any application
too 15. You can copy the image
as text too 16. You can rename
the image also 17. Icons are
resized based on the resolution
(default 1024x768) 18. You can
change the image wallpaper on
your system (Windows XP only)
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19. You can set the image as
your desktop background too
20. You can choose any color
as background too 21. You can
set 4 different background
colors, (Any color/image can be
set for others) 22. You can set
the system colors too 23. You
can set the same image for
both sides of the desktop 24.
You can set the same image for
both sides of the desktop 25.
You can check the full list of
features If you want to see
more functions, get the free
and fully functional
"ImageManager Full Edition"
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from This license is only for the
free version. Super
Screensaver Alpha is an
ultimate screensaver, which is
intended to help you enjoy
beautiful landscapes, clouds,
sunsets, stars, birds, fields,
rivers, or whatever else you
like in your computer, not only
to look at. Don't miss such
wonderful
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System Requirements For TopIcon:

Recommended: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 660 or above
Intel Core i5-3570K or above
6GB RAM 32GB RAM 30GB HDD
AMD Radeon HD 7750 or above
Compatibility: OpenGL 4.2
compatible or above Required:
Requires a Dual-Core CPU (Intel
Core i5-3570K
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